Law Firm Name
All Firms

Address
Multiple

Year
1929/1930

Partners
1) Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS
2) Strathern and Blair
3) Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS
4) Balfour & Manson, SSC
5) J & F Anderson
6) Brodie, John C., Sons, WS
7) Dundas & Wilson, CS
8) Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser
9) Stuart and Stuart

Additional Information

Source
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
77 Hanover Street

Year
1891/1892

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information
First year firm found in Directory.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
77 Hanover Street

Year
1899/1900

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
77 Hanover Street

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
**Law Firm Name**
Balfour & Manson, SSC

**Address**
77 Hanover Street

**Year**
1909/1910

**Partners**
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
24 Castle Street

Year
1914/1915

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information
Firm changed address.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
24 Castle Street

Year
1919/1920

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
24 Castle Street

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information
Also the Scottish Home Rule Association was at this address

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
24 Castle Street

Year
1929/1930

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor
Balfour, Francis E., SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
24 Castle Street

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1933/1934

Partners
Balfour, William, SSC
Manson, Peter, Solicitor
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP

Additional Information
Firm changed address.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1939/1940

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, Solicitor
Balfour, William, SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1940/1941

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, Solicitor

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Balfour, Francis, E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, SSC, NP
MacLennan A., Fraser, BL, SSC, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1950/1951

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, NP
MacLennan A. Fraser, BL, SSC, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 Frederick Street

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, NP
MacLennan A. Fraser, BL, SSC, NP
Houston, Ethel M., LLB, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 & 62 Frederick Street

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, NP
MacLennan A. Fraser, BL, SSC, NP
Houston, Ethel M., LLB, NP
Balfour, Ian LLB, NP

Additional Information
Also, at both addresses were Duncan Smith and MacLaren, Cunningham and Lawson Solicitors, Grant John & Co. Solicitors

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 & 62 Frederick Street

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
Manson, Peter, NP
MacLennan A. Fraser, BL, SSC, NP
Houston, Ethel M., LLB, NP
Balfour, Ian LLB, NP

Additional Information
Firm changed address.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Balfour & Manson, SSC

**Address**
58 & 62 Frederick Street

**Year**
1969/1970

---

**Partners**
McTaggart, Neil NP, Balfour, Ian LS, LLB, NP, MacLennan A. Fraser BL, SSC, NP, Balfour, Francis E. SSC, NP, Houston, Ethel M., LLB, NP, Balfour, WHS, NP, Solicitor

---

**Additional Information**
Grant John & Co. Solicitors were also at both addresses

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

---

Name
Law Firm Name
Balfour & Manson, SSC

Address
58 & 62 Frederick Street

Year
1970/1971

Partners
Balfour, Francis E., SSC, NP
MacLennan A. Fraser, BL, SSC, NP
Houston, Ethel M., LLB, NP
Balfour, WHS, NP
Clark, JM, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Balfour & N
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Cuthbertson and Watson

Address
5 Thistle Street & 7 Rothesay Terrace

Year
1960/1961

Partners
5) Mounsey, Jas., L, WS, NP
5) Dalmeyer, C.JY, WS
5) Morris, AD, WS, NP
5) Leslie, W., WS
5) Stroyan, CSR, WS
5) Macdonald, IH, WS
7) Cuthbertson, Bertram H., WS
7) Watson, Ronald K., WS
7) Smith, Norman, WS
7) Clarke, GKV., WS

Additional Information
Firm merged and changed name in 1960

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Cuthbertson and Watson

Address
5 Thistle Street & 7 Rothesay Terrace

Year
1969/1970

Partners
Leslie, W., WS
Stroyan, CSR, WS
Cuthbertson, BH., WS
Grant-Smith, Ian H., WS
Sutherland, AM, WS
Loudon, JA, CA
Humphries, T.
Cuthbertson, EJ, WS
Gardiner, JR., WS
Nicol, TFG
Jackson, IC, WS
Watson, Ronald K., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS
Address
5 Thistle Street
Year
1889/1890

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Wardlaw, Davis, WS
Weir, William R., SSC

Additional Information
Brodie left Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS in 1884.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1890/1891

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Wardlaw, Davis, WS
Weir, William R., SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS
Address
5 Thistle Street
Year
1899/1900

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Wardlaw, Davis, WS
Weir, William R., SSC
Brown, Archibald, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Weir, William R., SSC
Brown, Archibald, WS
Maitland, Keith Ramsay, WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Brodie
**Law Firm Name**
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

**Address**
5 Thistle Street

**Year**
1909/1910

**Partners**
Mounsey, John L., WS
Brown, Archibald, WS
Maitland, Keith Ramsay, WS, NP

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1910.1911

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS, NP
Brown, Archibald G., WS
Maitland, Keith Ramsay, WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1919/1920

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS, NP
Maitland, Keith R., WS, NP
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Brown, Arch., WS
Drummond, PW, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS, NP
Maitland, Keith R., WS, NP
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Brown, Arch., WS
Drummond, PW, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1929/1930

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Maitland, Keith R., WS, NP
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Brown, CM, WS
Drummond, PW, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Mounsey, John L., WS
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Brown, CM, WS
Drummond, PW, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
**Law Firm Name**
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

**Address**
5 Thistle Street

**Year**
1939/1940

**Partners**
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Mackenzie, T.J.
Burns, W.
Brown, CM, WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1940/1941

Partners
Mounsey, Jas. L., WS, NP
Mackenzie, T.J.
Burns, W.
Brown, CM, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Mounsey, Francis E., SSC, NP
Burns, W., WS
Morris, AD, WS
Dallmeyer, CJK, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Brodie, John C., Sons, WS

**Address**
5 Thistle Street

**Year**
1950/1951

**Partners**
Mounsey, Jas., L, WS, NP  
Dalmeyer, C.J., Y, WS  
MacKenzie, T.J., WS  
Burns., WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory  
Brodie
Partners
Mounsey, Jas., L, WS, NP
Dalmeyer, C J Y, WS
Morris, AD, WS, NP
Smith, Ian S., WS
Leslie, W., WS
Stroyan, CSR, WS
Macdonald, IH, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
26 Moray Place

Year
1849/1850

Partners
Brodie, John C., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
26 Moray Place

Year
1850/1851

Partners
Brodie, John C., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
26 Moray Place

Year
1859/1860

Partners
Brodie, John C., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
Moved from 26 Moray Place to 5 Thistle Street

Year
1865/1866

Partners

Additional Information
In 1865 Brodie merged with others but kept sole name. Firm was also known as Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Brodie
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1869/1870

Partners
Brodie, John Clerk, WS
Dalziel, George Jr., WS
Elder, James, WS

Additional Information
Firm was also known as Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Brodie, John C., WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1870/1871

Partners
Brodie, John Clerk, WS
Dalziel, George Jr., WS
Elder, James, WS

Additional Information
Also known as Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson

**Address**
Multiple

**Year**
From 1849-1971

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1860/1861

Partners
No partners listed just name of firm at the address

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1869/1870

---

**Partners**
Dundas, Ralph C.S; Wilson, William CS

**Additional Information**
First year that partner Dundas is mentioned; Wilson first year as partner in 1864/1865

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

---

Name
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1870/1871

Partners
Dundas, Ralph C.S; Wilson, William CS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1879/1880

---

**Partners**
Dundas, Ralph, CS; Wilson, William, CS; Dundas, William J., CS; Paul, George M., CS

---

**Additional Information**
First year partnership for Paul, George M. and Dundas, William J. was 1878/1879

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1880/1881

**Partners**
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Wilson, William, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS

**Additional Information**
First year as partner for Bishop, Wm. C;

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1889/1890

Partners
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Forsyth, David

Additional Information
1st year that Forsyth is mentioned was 1888/1889

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Dundas \&
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1890/1891

**Partners**
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Hardie, Robert

**Additional Information**
Forsyth, David left in 1890/1891; Hardie, Robert this was the first year that he appears in directory.

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1899/1900

Partners
Dundas, Ralph, CS; Dundas, William J., CS; Paul, George M., CS; Bishop, Wm. C., WS; Hardie, Robert; Dundas, R. Nevill, WS

Additional Information
Dundas, Nevill, WS first year as partner

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Hardie, Robert;
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1909/1910

Partners
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS, DKS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Dundas, Robert W., WS

Additional Information
First year for Dundas, Robert W. was 1909/1910.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Dundas &
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1910/1911

Partners
Dundas, Ralph, CS;
Dundas, William J., CS;
Paul, George M., CS, DKS;
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Dundas, Robert W., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1919/1920

---

**Partners**
Paul, George M., CS, LLD, DKS;
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Dundas, Robert W., WS
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Marshall, David, WS

---

**Additional Information**
First year for Marshall was 1914/1915

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

---
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Paul, George M., CS, LLVM, DKS;
Dundas, Robert W., WS
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Marshall, David, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1929/1930

---

**Partners**
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Richardson, John H., WS
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Marshall, David, WS

---

**Additional Information**

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

---

**Name**
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Richardson, John H., WS
Bishop, Wm. C., WS;
Marshall, David, WS
Watson, Hugh, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, CS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1939/1940

---

**Partners**
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS; Richardson, John H., WS; Turcan, P.W., WS; Marshall, David, WS; Watson, Hugh, WS

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1940/1941

Partners
Dundas, R. Nevill, WS;
Richardson, John H., WS
Turcan, P.W., WS
Marshall, David, WS
Watson, Hugh, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Dundas &
## Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

## Address
16 St. Andrew Square

## Year
1949/1950

### Partners
- Butters, Howard M., WS
- Smith, Rufus, WS
- Wyatt, A., Arthur
- McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
- Richardson, John H., WS
- Turcan, P.W., WS
- Marshall, David, WS
- Watson, Hugh, WS

### Additional Information

### Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Richardson, John H., WS
Watson, Sir Hugh, DKS
Turcan, P.W., WS
Butters, Howard M., WS
McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
Inglis, J.C. Roger, WS
Noble, Iain W., WS
Fergusson, John, WS
Adams, Thomas M.W. (Caretaker)

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Richardson, John H., WS
Watson, Sir Hugh, DKS
Turcan, P.W., WS
Butters, Howard M., WS
McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
Inglis, J.C. Roger, WS
Marshall, John H., W.S
Adams, Thomas M.W. (Caretaker)

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
1 St. Colme Street

Year
1965/1966

Partners

Additional Information
Firm moved to new address at 1 St. Colme Street

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
1 St. Colme Street

Year
1969/1970

Partners
Innes, JAD, WS
Hodge, JS, WS
Fergusson, Jogn N., WS
Noble, Iain W., CS
Turcan, P.W., WS
Butters, Howard M., WS
McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
Inglis, J.C. Roger, WS
Marshall, John H., W.S
Adams, Thomas M.W. (Caretaker)

Additional Information
Innes and Hodge first year 1969/1970
Fergusson's first year 1961/1962
Noble's first year 1961/1962

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Dundas &
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, CS

Address
1 St. Colme Street

Year
1970/1971

Partners
Innes, JAD, WS
Noble, Iain W., CS
Turcan, P.W., WS
Butters, Howard M., WS
McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
Inglis, J.C., Roger, WS
Marshall, John H., WS
Athanas, C.H., MA, LLD

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Dundas & Wilson, WS

**Address**
16 St. Andrew Square

**Year**
1849/1850

**Partners**
No partners listed just name of firm at the address

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

**Name**

---

*Dundas & Wilson*
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, WS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1850/1851

Partners
No partners listed just name of firm at the address

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Dundas & Wilson, WS

Address
16 St. Andrew Square

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Richardson, John H., WS
Watson, Hugh, WS
Turcan, PW, WS
Butters, Howard M., WS
McLellan, Kenneth A., WS
Wyatt, A. Arthur
Smith, W. Rufus, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS

**Address**
5 Thistle Street

**Year**
1879/1880

**Partners**
Brodie, John Clerk, WS  
Dalziel, George Jr., WS  
Elder, James, WS

**Additional Information**
Firm formally changed name in 1876.

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodies, WS

Address
5 Thistle Street

Year
1880/1881

Partners
Brodie, John Clerk, WS
Dalziel, George Jr., WS
Elder, James, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Greig and Morton, esqrs., WS

Address
8 Abercromby Place

Year
1830/1831

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1929/1930

Partners
Pitman, JS, WS
Pitman, RO, WS
Smythe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Pitman, JS, WS
Pitman, RO, WS
Pitman, J., WS
Smythe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

J & F Anderson
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1939/1940

Partners
Symthe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1940/1941

Partners
Symthe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
J & F Ande
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Smythe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

J & F Anderson

Name
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1950/1951

Partners
Symthe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson

Address
48 Castle Street

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Symthe, PC, WS, NP
Robertson, AF, WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS
Marquis, EG, WS
Symthe, PM, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

J & F And
Law Firm Name
J & F Anderson
Address
48 Castle Street
Year
1970/1971

Partners
Cant, HW, WS, NP
Buchanan, NW, WS, NP
Grimston, KR, LLB, NP
Symthe, PC., WS, NP
Pitman, J., WS
Pitman, Ian R., WS
Marquis, EG., WS, NP
Stewart, DF, WS, NP

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

J & F And
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co.

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1949/1950

**Partners**
Watson, JP, WS, NP
Bogle, DB, WS
Scrimgeour, David, PC, Solicitor
MacGillivrary, Ian, WS, NP

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

**Name**
Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co.

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Watson, JP, WS, NP
Bogle, DB, WS
Scrimgeour, David, PC, Solicitor
MacGillivrary, Ian, WS, NP
Crabie, WG, WS
Somerville, JAW, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1889/1890

**Partners**
No partners listed

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsay
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1890/1891

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsay
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1899/1900

**Partners**
Howe, Alexander, WS
Yeaman, Alexander, WS
MacGillivray, Wm., WS
Stewart, Ian CL
MacGillivray, W.A, WS
Brookman, James, WS

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Howe, Alexander, WS
Yeaman, Alexander, WS
MacGillivray, Wm., WS
Stewart, Ian CL
MacGillivray, W.A, WS
Brookman, James, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1909/1910

**Partners**
MacGillivray, W., WS
MacGillivray, W.A., WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian CL, WS
Yeaman, Alexander, W.S

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1910/1911

Partners
MacGillivray, W., WS
MacGillivray, W.A., WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian CL, WS
Yeaman, Alexander, W.S
Yeaman, John Alexander, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsay
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1919/1920

Partners
MacGillivray, W.A., WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS
Yeaman, Alexander, W.S
Yeaman, John Alexander, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1920/1921

Partners
MacGillivray, W.A., WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1929/1930

Partners
MacGillivray, W.A., WS, NP
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS
Beveridge, Charles R.

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1930/1931

Partners
MacGillivray, W.A., WS, NP
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS
Beveridge, Charles R.
Bogle, DB., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1939/1940

Partners
MacGillivray, W.A., WS, NP
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS
Bogle, DB., WS
MacFillivray, Ian, WS
Watson, John P., Jr., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Lindsa
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1940/1941

**Partners**
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Stewart, Ian, CL, WS
Bogle, DB., WS
MacGillivray, Ian, WS
Watson, John P. Jr., WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

**Name**
Linda
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Watson, JP, WS, NP
Bogle, DB, WS
Scrimgeour, David, PC, Solicitor
MacGillivrary, Ian, WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Linda
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1950/1951

Partners
Bogle, D.B., WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Scrimgeour, David P.C., Solicitor
MacGillivray, Ian, WS, NP
Watson, John P. Jr., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1959/1960

---

**Partners**
- Watson, JP, WS, NP
- Bogle, DB, WS
- Scrimegeour, David, PC, Solicitor
- MacGillivrany, Ian, WS, NP
- Crabie, WG, WS
- Somerville, JAW, WS

---

**Additional Information**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Lindsay, Howe and Co., WS

**Address**
32 Charlotte Square

**Year**
1960/1961

**Partners**
Bogle, D.B, CBE, WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Scrimgeour, David P.C., Solicitor
Crabbie, W.G., WS, NP
Somerville, J.A. W., WS, NP

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
**Partners**
No partners listed

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law Firm Name</th>
<th>Lindsay, Howe, Tytler and Co., WS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>32 Charlotte Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1880/1881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Partners      | No partners listed              |

| Additional Information |                                           |

| Source          | Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory |

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Mackay and Howe, WS

Address
11 Albyn Place

Year
1849/1850

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Mackay and Howe, WS

Address
62 Castle Street

Year
1850/1851

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Linda
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Mackay and Howe, WS

Address
62 Castle Street

Year
1860/1861

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsay
Law Firm Name
Lindsay, Mackay and Howe, WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1870/1871

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay's

Address
Multiple

Year
From 1849-1971

Partners

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsays, WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1969/1970

Partners
Bogle, D.B, CBE, WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Scrimgeour, David P.C., Solicitor
Crabbie, W.G., WS, NP
Somerville, J.A. W., WS, NP
Duff, R.R, WS

Additional Information
1962/1963 Duff started as partner.
1964/1965 Firm became Lindsay's, WS
1964/1965 Scrimgeour left Lindsays
1964/1965 Normand became partner

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lindsay's, WS

Address
32 Charlotte Square

Year
1970/1971

Partners
Bogle, D.B., CBE, WS
Watson, John P., WS, NP
Crabbie, W.G., WS, NP
Somerville, J.A. W., WS, NP
Harding, Edgar, PNR, WS
St. John, EO., WS
Shearer, RG
Normand, RJ, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lockhart, Hunter and Whitehead

Address
5 Fettes Row

Year
1840/1841

Partners
John Hunter, jun. esq., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lockhart, Hunter and Whitehead

Address
84 Great King Street

Year
1846/1847

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information
Moved to Great King Street from Fettes Row

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lockhart, Hunter and Whitehead

Address
84 Great King Street

Year
1849/1850

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information
Name change of firm.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Lockhart, Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
84 Great King Street

Year
1850/1851

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Lindsa
Law Firm Name
Map of Brodies

Address
Multiple

Year
From 1849-1970

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Fraser and Milligan

Address
15 and 19 York Place

Year
1968/1969

Partners

Additional Information
Changed firm name.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Morton, Fraser and Milligan

Address
15 and 19 York Place

Year
1969/1970

Partners
Wightman, RJ, WS, NP
Watson, Hon. WD., WS, NP
Stark, Alan, F., MBE, NP, WS
Cowan, AJ, WS, NP
Tweedie, DG, WS, NP
Nicholson, HA., WS, NP
Dunsire, Thomas, WS, NP
Andrew, DG., WS, NP
Muir, A. Gray, WS, NP
Wightman, John W., WS, NP
McNeil, DJ, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Fraser and Milligan

Address
15 and 19 York Place

Year
1970/1971

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Morton, Neilson and Smart

**Address**
19 York Place

**Year**
1872/1873

**Partners**

**Additional Information**
Name and location of firm changed.

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton Fl
**Law Firm Name**
Morton, Neilson and Smart

**Address**
19 York Place

**Year**
1879/1880

**Partners**
Morton, Charles, WS
Smart, John, SSC
Macdonald, James, SSC
Neilson, John, WS

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Neilson and Smart

Address
19 York Place

Year
1880/1881

Partners
Morton, Charles, WS
Smart, John, SSC
Macdonald, James, SSC
Neilson, John, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart and Macdonald

Address
19 York Place

Year
1889/1890

Partners
Morton, Charles, WS
Smart, John, SSC
Macdonald, James, SSC
Prosser, John SSC

Additional Information
Name change of firm.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart and Macdonald

Address
19 York Place

Year
1890/1891

Partners
Morton, Charles, WS
Smart, John, SSC
Macdonald, James, SSC
Prosser, John SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart and Macdonald

Address
19 York Place

Year
1899/1900

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS
Smart, John, SSC, NP, JP
Macdonald, James, SSC
Prosser, John SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart and Macdonald

Address
19 York Place

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS
Smart, John, SSC, NP, JP
Macdonald, James, SSC
Prosser, John SSC

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Milligan

Address
15 and 19 York Place

Year
1961/1962

Partners

Additional Information
Changed firm name and address.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1903/1904

Partners

Additional Information
Name change of firm.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1909/1910

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS, NP
Smart, John, LLB, WS, NP
Macdonald, James, SSC
Macdonald, JH, WS
Prosser, John WS, NP, JP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F...
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1910/1911

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS, NP
Smart, John, LLB, WS, NP
Macdonald, James, SSC
Macdonald, JH, WS
Prosser, John WS, NP, JP

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1919/1920

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS, NP
Smart, John, LLB, WS, NP
Macdonald, JH, LLB, WS
Prosser, John WS, NP, JP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Muir, A., Gray, WS, NP
Smart, John, LLB, WS, NP
Macdonald, JH, LLB, WS
Prosser, John WS, NP, JP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1929/1930

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1930/1931

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Partners

Additional Information

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1939/1940

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1940/1941

Partners

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Muir, Gray, WS, NP
Wightman, RJ, WS, NP
Macdonald, JH, LLB, WS, NP
Stark, Alan, FMBE, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1950/1951

Partners

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1959/1960

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Smart, Macdonald and Prosser

Address
19 York Place

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Muir, Gray, WS, NP
Wightman, RJ, WS, NP
Nicolson, Alan F., MBE, WS, NP
Stark, Alan, FMBE, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
84 Great King Street

Year
1853/1854

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information
Name change of firm.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
11 Queen Street

Year
1854/1855

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information
Firm location changed.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
11 Queen Street

Year
1859/1960

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
11 Queen Street

Year
1860/1861

Partners
No partner names

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

Address
11 Queen Street

Year
1869/1870

Partners
Morton, Charles, WS
Greig, George, WS
Hunter, William Vary, WS
James, Thomas Wm., WS
Smart, John, SSC
Jameson, John, Solicitor

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Morton F
**Law Firm Name**
Morton, Whitehead and Greig

**Address**
11 Queen Street

**Year**
1870/1871

**Partners**
Morton, Charles, WS  
Greig, George, WS  
Hunter, William Vary, WS  
James, Thomas Wm., WS  
Smart, John, SSC  
Jameson, John, Solicitor

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1889/1890

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1890/1891

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Strathern ar
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1899/1900

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Strathern ar
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1909/1910

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1910/1911

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Strathern ar
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1919/1920

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS
Penn, Charles J., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Strathern, Robert, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS
Penn, Charles J., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1929/1930

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS
Penn, Charles J., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Blair, Alexander S., WS
Penn, Charles J., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Strathern and Blair, WS

**Address**
12 S. Charlotte Street

**Year**
1939/1940

**Partners**
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Russell, Arthur, W., WS
Mackenzie, Ian D., WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
**Law Firm Name**
Strathern and Blair, WS

**Address**
12 S. Charlotte Street

**Year**
1940/1941

**Partners**
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Russell, Arthur, W., WS
Mackenzie, Ian D., WS
Phillip, George Jeffrey, Solicitor

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Russell, George S., CA, WS
Phillip, George Jeffery, Solicitor

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1950/1951

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Russell, George S., CA, WS
Russell, Arthur W., WS
Goudy, Robert George
Phillip, George Jeffrey, Solicitor

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Russell, George S., CA, WS
Goudy, Robert George, WS
Phillip, George Jeffrey, Solicitor
Tudhope, John

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Strathern ar
Law Firm Name
Strathern and Blair, WS

Address
12 S. Charlotte Street

Year
1970/1971

Partners
Blair, Arthur Woodman, WS
Blair, John Woodman, WS
Russell, George S., CA, WS
Goudy, Robert George, WS
Phillip, George Jeffrey, Solicitor
Tudhope, John
Campbell, Thomas Weir, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1889/1890

Partners
Stuart, Joseph G., WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP Stuart, RL, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1890/1891

Partners
Stuart, Joseph G., WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP
Stuart, RL, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Stuart and Stuart

**Address**
56 Frederick Street

**Year**
1899/1900

**Partners**
Stuart, Joseph G., WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP
Stuart, RL, WS

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Stuart, Joseph G., WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Stuart and Stuart

**Address**
56 Frederick Street

**Year**
1909/1910

**Partners**
Stuart, Joseph G., LLB, WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1910/1911

Partners
Stuart, Joseph G., LLB, WS
Stuart, George M., WS, NP

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1919/1920

Partners
No names listed just the firm name

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
20 York Place

Year
1929/1930

Partners
No partners listed.

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
20 York Place

Year
1930/1931

Partners
No partners listed.

Additional Information
Address listed as George Heriot's Trust Chambers
G. Malcolm Stuart, WS Clerk, Law agent and
Treasurer and EF Barron, Solicitor, Depute Clerk
and Treasurer

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Fredrick Street

Year
1939/1940

Partners
No partners listed.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Fredrick Street

Year
1940/1941

Partners
No partners listed.

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Fredrick Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Stuart, G. Malcolm, WS
Stuart, WL, WS
Rodman, William C., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
**Law Firm Name**
Stuart and Stuart

**Address**
56 Fredrick Street

**Year**
1950/1951

---

**Partners**
Stuart, G. Malcolm, WS
Stuart, WL, WS
Rodman, William C., WS

---

**Additional Information**

---

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Fredrick Street

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Cameron, JGS, WS
Stuart, WL, WS
Sutherland, Robert, LLB

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Cameron, JGS, WS
Stuart, WL, WS
Sutherland, Robert, LLB

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1969/1970

Partners
Lamb, JJ, WS
Cameron, JGS, WS
Sutherland, Robert, WS
Ogilivy, Eric S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1970/1971

Partners
Lamb, JJ, WS
Cameron, JGS, WS
Sutherland, Robert, WS
Dundas, G., Solicitor
Ogilvy, Eric S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Stuart and Stuart

Address
56 Frederick Street

Year
1920/1921

Partners
No names listed just firm name

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Stuart and
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
26 George Square

Year
1808/1809

Partner
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
4 North Castle Street

Year
1809/1810

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information
Firm moved from 26 George Square in this year.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
4 North Castle Street

Year
1810/1811

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
44 Charlotte Square

Year
1814/1815

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information
Firm changed address

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
46 Charlotte Square

Year
1818/1819

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information
Firm changed address

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
46 Charlotte Square

Year
1819/1820

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
46 Charlotte Square

Year
1820/1821

 Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
1 Great Stuart Street West

Year
1827/1828

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information
Firm changed address

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
1 Great Stuart Street West

Year
1829/1830

Partner
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
1 Great Stuart Street West

Year
1830/1831

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1831/1832

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information
Firm changed address

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1839/1840

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1840/1841

Partners
No partners listed

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1849/1850

Partners
Tod, John, WS
Tod, John R., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, esqs., WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1850/1851

Partners
Tod, John, WS
Tod, John R., WS
Jamieson, A

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods and Romanes, WS

Address
7 Great Stuart Street

Year
1855/1856

Partners
Tod, John WS
Tod, John R., WS
Jamieson, A

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Tods Murray Map

**Address**
Multiple

**Year**
From 1808-1971

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Tods, Murray and Jameson, WS

**Address**
66 Queen Street

**Year**
1869/1870

**Partners**
Murray, Thomas G., WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jameson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1870/1871

Partners
Murray, Thomas G., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
**Law Firm Name**
Tods, Murray and Jamieson

**Address**
66 Queen Street

**Year**
1970/1971

**Partners**
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., CVO, TD, BL, WS, NP
Macfie, John S., MBE, TD, MA, LLB, WS, NP
Fulton, David C., MC, BL, WS
MacKinley, William H., BL, WS
Richardson, WM., BL, WS, NP
Bell, JRS, BA, LLB, WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1856/1857

Partners
Tod, John WS
Tod, John R., WS
Jamieson, Andrew SSC
Murray, Thomas G., WS

Additional Information
Firm changed address.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1857/1858

Partners
Jamieson, Andrew SSC
Murray, Thomas G., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1859/1860

Partners
Murray, Thomas G., WS

Additional Information
Find out when Jameson left and check firm name

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1860/1861

Partners
Jamieson, Andrew SSC
Murray, Thomas G., WS
Dunlop, A. Murray, advocate MP

Additional Information
Murray (Was at no. 67 a year before)

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1879/1880

Partners
Tod, John Wharton, WS
Jamieson, JA, WS
Craik, James, WS
Murray, Thomas G., WS

Additional Information
Tod, John Wharton and Craik, James came into firm in 1872/1873
Jamieson, JA, came into firm in 1873/1874

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1880/1881

Partners
Jaimeson, JA WS
Craik, James WS
Murray, Thomas G., WS
Lowe, WD SSC

Additional Information
Lowe came in 1880/1881

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1889/1890

Partners
Tod, John Wharton, WS
Craik, James, WS
Lowe, WD, WS
Jamieson, JA, WS
Dalziel, George, WS
Rankin, George WS

Additional Information
Tod left in 1895/1896; Rankin left in 1890/1891

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1890/1891

Partners
Tod, John Wharton, WS
Jamieson, JA, WS
Craik, James, WS
Lowe, WD, WS
Dalziel, George WS

Additional Information
Dalziel came in 1881/1882.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1899/1900

Partners
Lowe, WD, WS
Jamieson, JA, WS NP
Dalziel, George, WS
Esson, Thomas S., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1900/1901

Partners
Lowe, WD, WS
Jamieson, JA, WS NP
Dalziel, George, WS
Esson, Thomas S., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1909/1910

Partners
Dalziel, George WS
Robertson, John, WS
Dalziel, GF, WS
Lowe, WD, WS, SSC
Esson, Thos., WS NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1910/1911

Partners
Dalziel, George WS
Robertson, John, WS
Dalziel, GF, WS
Lowe, WD, WS, SSC
Esson, Thos., WS NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1919/1920

Partners
Jamieson, HA, WS
Craik, James B, WS
Dalziel, GF, WS
Lowe, WD, WS
Esson, Thos., WS NP

Additional Information
Robertson and George Dalziel left in 1919/1920.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1920/1921

Partners
Lowe, WD, WS SSC
Jamieson, JA, WS NP
Dalziel, GF, WS
Esson, Thomas S., WS
Dickson, J. Douglas H.
Coventry, W
Scott, JC
Craik, James B., WS

Additional Information
First year for Dickson, Coventry and Scott in 1920/1921.

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
**Law Firm Name**
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

**Address**
66 Queen Street

**Year**
1929/1930

**Partners**
Dalziel, GF, WS, NP
Dickson, J, Douglas H., WS
Scott, JC, SSC
Craik, James B., WS, NP
Sutherland, Francis G., WS

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

**Name**
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1930/1931

Partners
Dalziel, GF, WS, NP
Dickson, J. Douglas H., WS
Scott, JC, SSC
Craik, James B., WS, NP
Sutherland, Francis G., WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1939/1940

Partners
Scott, J.C., SSC
Dalziel, GF, WS, NO
Dickson, J. Douglas, H., WS
Craik, Jas. B., WS, NP

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1940/1941

Partners
Scott, J.C., SSC
Dalziel, GF, WS, NO
Dickson, J. Douglas, H., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Dickson, J., Douglas, WS, NP
Sutherland, Francis G., WS
Richardson, William A., Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, DC, WS, NP
Macfie, JS, WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1949/1950

Partners
Dickson, J., Douglas, WS, NP
Sutherland, Francis G., WS
Richardson, William A., Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, DC, WS, NP
Macfie, JS, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1950/1951

Partners
Dickson, J., Douglas H., WS, NP
Sutherland, Francis, G., WS
Richardson, William A., Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., WS, NP
Macfie, J.S., WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
**Law Firm Name**
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

**Address**
66 Queen Street

**Year**
1959/1960

**Partners**
Richardson, WA, Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., WS NP
Macfie, John S., MBE, TD, MA, LLB, WS
Fulton, David C., MC, BL, WS
MacKinley, William H., Solicitor

**Additional Information**

**Source**
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1959/1960

Partners
Fulton, David C., MC, BL, WS
MacKinley, William H., Solicitor
Richardson, WA, Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., WS, NP
Macfie, John S., MBE, TD, MA, LLB, WS

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS

Address
66 Queen Street

Year
1960/1961

Partners
Richardson, WA, Solicitor
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., WS NP
Macfie, John S., MBE, TD, MA,
LLB, WS
Fulton, David C., MC, BL, WS
MacKinley, William H., Solicitor

Additional Information
Also at no. 66 was Scottish History Society

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Tods
Law Firm Name
Tods, Murray and Jamieson, WS
(incorporating Tait and Crichton, WS)
Address
66 Queen Street
Year
1969/1970

Partners
Scott-Moncrieff, David C., CVO, TD, BL, WS, NP
Macfie, John S., MBE, TD, MA, LLB, WS, NP
Fulton, David C., MC, BL, WS
MacKinley, William H., BL, WS
Richardson, WM., BL, WS
Bell, JRS, BA, LLB, WS

Additional Information

Source
Edinburgh and Leith Post Office Directory

Name
Tods